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REPRESENTATION OF SET VALUED OPERATORS
BY

NIKOLAOS S. PAPAGEORGIOU1

Abstract. In this paper we prove representation theorems for set valued additive

operators acting on the spaces Lx (X = separable Banach space), Ll and L°°. Those

results generalize well-known ones for single valued operators and among them the

celebrated Dunford-Pettis theorem. The properties of these representing integrals are

studied. We also have a differentiability result for multifunctions analogous to the

one that says that an absolutely continuous function from a closed interval into a

Banach space with the Radon-Nikodym property is almost everywhere differentiable

and also it is the primitive of its strong derivative. Finally we have a necessary and

sufficient condition for the set of integrable selectors of a multifunction to be

w-compact in Lx. This result is a new very general result about w-compactness in the

Lebesgue-Bochner space L\.

1. Introduction. Integral representation theory has been studied by several authors

for linear and nonlinear additive functionals and operators on various function

spaces such as Lebesgue-Bochner spaces and Orlicz spaces (see A16 and Korvin [1],

Diestel and Uhl [12], Hiai [17] and Mizel and Sundaresan [22]).

In this paper we examine the corresponding problems for additive set valued

operator, from which we obtain an integral representation theorem for a lower

semicontinuous set valued operator acting on the Lebesgue-Bochner space L\(Q). In

fact we show that the representing integrand multifunction has several nice regular-

ity properties. We also extend the celebrated Dunford-Pettis theorem which is a

result about the integral representation of a linear continuous operator on If into a

Banach space X (see Diestel and Uhl [12, p. 73]) to the case of an additive set valued

operator (also called multioperator). Several versions of this result are presented

under a different and very general set of hypotheses.

In §4 we examine some additional properties of such representable set valued

operators. Also we present a general result about "differentiation" of multifunctions.

It is well known that if A is a Banach space with the Radon-Nikodym Property

(abbreviated by R.N.P.), then a function/: [0, T] -> X which is absolutely continu-

ous is almost everywhere strongly differentiable, /(•) is Bochner integrable and

furthermore we can write that f(t)= f(0) + /0'/(t) dr. This result was first proved

by Gelfand [21] for the case X is reflexive and later it was realized that the result is
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still true under the more general hypothesis that X has the R.N.P. In fact it turns out

that this is also a sufficient condition for a space to be a Radon-Nikodym space. A

multivalued version of this result was obtained by Artstein [2] for X = R" and by

Castaing [5] for X being a separable dual Banach space and under quite restrictive

additional hypotheses. Here we relax all those assumptions and we present a more

general differentiability result. Finally we also have an interesting result about the

set of integrable selectors of a measurable multifunction.

In the next section we establish our terminology and notations and we present

some auxiliary material that we will need in the sequel.

2. Preliminaries. Let (fi, 2, p) be a complete, finite measure space and X a

separable Banach space. Additional hypotheses will be introduced as needed. By X*

we will denote the topological dual of X. We will use the following notation.

Pj(c)(X) — {A c X: nonempty, closed, (convex)}.

Pk(c)(X) = {A cz X: nonempty, compact, (convex)}.

A w in front of/(resp. A:) will mean that the closedness (resp. compactness) is

with respect to the weak topology w(A, X*). If A ez Pf(X), then we write \A\ =

supxe/)||x||. Also oA(x*) = supXG/4(x*, x) is the support function of A.

A multifunction F: fi -» Pf(X) is said to be measurable if it satisfies any of the

following three equivalent conditions:

(1) F~(U) = {co g fi: F(u) n U * 0 } G 2 for all U cz A open.

(2) co -» d(x, F(w)) is 2-measurable for all x ez X.

(3) There exists a sequence {/„(-)}n»i or" measurable functions /„: fi -» X s.t.

/„(co) ez R(co) and R(co) = cl{/„(eo)}n>1 for all co G fi (Castaing representation).

A measurable function /: fi -» X s.t. /(co) G F(u) for all co G fi is said to be a

selector of F(-). By SF we denote all selectors of F(-) belonging to L\(Q), i.e.,

SlF= {/(-)eLV(Q): /(co)gR(co) p-a.e.).We will say that F(-) is integrably

bounded if and only if \F(-)\ ez L/(fi). In this case the Kuratowski-Ryll-Nardzewski

selection theorem tells us that Sp + 0. Using SF we can define an integral for

multifunctions. This was first introduced by Aumann [3] for the case X = R" and is

the natural extension of the single valued integral and of the Minkowski sum of sets.

So we have

/ F(0)dp(*)=lf f(U)dp(u>):feESF\,

where the vector integrals are taken in the sense of Bochner. This integral turned out

to be the appropriate analytical tool in several applied fields like optimization,

optimal control, mathematical economics and statistics. For more details about

measurable multifunctions and their integrals we refer to Castaing and Valadier [6],

Hiai and Umegaki [18], Himmelberg [19] and Rockafellar [25].

Finally we would like to introduce a notion of convergence of nonempty, closed

sets in X which we will call Kuratowski-Mosco convergence (K-M convergence) and

which is more general then convergence in the Hausdorff metric. Let {An}n>xbe a

sequence in Pf( X). Let

s-liminf/ln = j x ez X: x = s-lim xn, xn ez A„, n > 1 >
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(here s denotes the strong (norm) topology on X) and

w-limsup,4„ = lx ez X: x = w-limx„t, xnk ez A„ , k > 1>.

We will say that An converges to A ez PAX) in the Kuratowski-Mosco sense (written
K-M

as An -» A as n -* oo) if and only if w-limsupn^xAn = A = s-liminf„_00yf„. For

more details we refer to Mosco [23].

3. Representation theorems. Consider a set valued operator T: L^(fi) -* 2*\ {0 }.

We will say that T(-) is additive if T(fx +/2) = T(ff) + T(f2) for all /,(•),

f2(-)ez L\(il) s.t. supp(/,) n supp(/2) = 0 (i.e. /,, f2 have disjoint supports). We

will say that T(-) is sublinear if it is additive in the above sense and positively

homogeneous.

We start with a lemma that is also interesting in its own sake.

Lemma. If F: fi X X -» Pv/kc(X) is a multifunction s.t.

(1) F( •, x) is measurable for all x ez X,

(2) x -» oF{u x)(x*) is l.s.c. for all co g fi and all x* ez X*, aF{. .)(■**) separable

then for all f: fi -» X measurable, co -* F(u, /(co)) is measurable.

Proof. Consider the function cpv,(co, x) = oF^_x)(x*) and fix x* ez X*. We claim

that epx,(-, •) is a normal integrand. From Rockafellar [25] we know that it suffices

to show that the multifunction co-*R(co) = epiep;c,(co, •) is closed valued and

measurable. From hypothesis (2) we have that x -» <px*(co, x) is l.s.c. and so R() is

closed valued. Next note that <px.(to, ■) is finite valued for all co g fi. So dom R = fi.

Let D = {(xn, Xn) ez X X R; n > 1} be a countable dense set in X X R and define

the functions g„(co) = (x„,max(<px,(u, xf), Xn)). Clearly g„(-) is a Castaing repre-

sentation for R(-). So co -» R(co) is measurable. Thus we deduce that <px,(-, ■) is a

normal integrand which means that it is (2 X R( A))-measurable. So co ->

<px.(oi, /(co)) = aF{us,/(u))(**) is measurable and this means, by Theorem 111-37 of

Castaing and Valadier [6], that co -» F(co, /(co)) is measurable.    Q.E.D.

Remark. In the above proof we also got that (co, x) -* F(u, x) is (2 X B(X))-

measurable. Also if F(co, •) is l.s.c. (in the set valued sense, see Castaing and

Valadier [6]), then x -» aF(01 x)(x*) is l.s.c.

Now we are ready for the first representation theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Assume thai X is reflexive. If T: L'j/fi) -+ Pfc( X) is sublinear and

l.s.c, and T(f) c fa\\f(a)\\W(u) dp(w) for all /(■) ez Llx(Q), where W: fi ^

Pwkc(X) is integrably bounded, then there exists F: fi -» Pv/kc(X) s.t.

(a) for all x ez X, F(-, ■) is integrably bounded by p(-) ez L:(fi),

(b) for all u ez fi, F(co, •) is l.s.c. from X into (X,w) and F(u,0) = {0} p-a.e.,

(c) for all /(•)<= LV(Q) we have that F(u, /(co)) c \\f(w)\\W(a) p-a.e. and

T(f)=faF(a,f(w))dp(w).

Proof. In the light of the previous lemma and of the Kuratowski-Ryll-Nardzew-

ski selection theorem, the integral in the conclusion of the theorem is nonempty.
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For every x* G X* consider the function / -* aT(f)(x*). Clearly this is sublinear

since T(-) is. We claim that it is also lower semicontinuous (l.s.c). To show this we
Ox

work as follows. Let/„ -* /and let x ez s-\ixnn_aBT(fn). Then we can find xn ez T(fn)

s

s.t. xn -» x =» (jc*, xn) -» (x*, x). But (x*, x„) < or(/j|)(x*) for all n > 1 => (x*, x)

< lim„^00o7-(/n)(x*). Since x g s-lim^,,^^/,) was arbitrary we conclude that

as-iim nj„)(x*) < urnn-ooar(/„)(;c*)- On tne other hand, since by hypothesis T(-)

is l.s.c. we have that

T(f) C s-lim r(/„) =* ar(/)(x*) < as.^_r(/n)(x*).
n-» oo

So indeed / -» aT(/)(x*) is l.s.c. Then Theorem 5.1 of Hiai [17] tells us that for all

x* g X* there exists <px.: fi X 2 -> R normal s.t. <px.(co,0) = 0 p-a.e. and oT(f)(x*)

= ja<px,(u, x) dp(u). Fix x* G X* and x ez X. Then by letting /= x^x, where

A ez 2, we have that

°nXA*)U*) = f *,.(«. *)4*(«)<IMIIk*ll/ \w(u)\dp(u).
J A J A

Since this is true for all A ez 2 we have that cpx,(co, x) < ||x||||x*|||ir(co)| for all

co g fi\Axx. with p(Nxx.) ^ 0. Set fi„ = {co G fi: n < \W(u)\ < n + 1); epx.(-,x)

is essentially bounded on every fi„. Let p be a positive, linear lift of L°°(fi„, 2„, p\a )

(where 2„ = 2 n fi„). Such a lift exists by Ionescu-Tulcea [20]. Let tj>x»(co, x) =

p[epx,(w, x)]. Define a function on all fi by piecing those lifts together. Then since

f ^r + xjt", •*) <*/*(«) <  f  \<Px?(u,x) + <px.(u,x)]dp(u)
J A J A

and

f <P\x*(v> x)dp(u)^xf <px.(w, x) dp(u)
JA J A

for all A ez 2, we get that yx.+x.(u, x) < «px.(u, x) + epx,(co, x) and <j>Xx„(co, x) =

A<px,(w, x) for all co G fi. Thus x* -» cpx,(co, x) is a sublinear function. In addition it

is bounded and so it is continuous. Let

F(u,x)= {ze X: (x*,z) <<px.(co,x)forallx* g A*}.

Using the continuity of <p,(co, x) we can write that

F(co,x)«   0 {zGA:(x*,Z)<<px:(co,x)},

where {x*}n>x is dense in X*. So (co, x) -» R(eo, x) is measurable with values in

Pfc(X). TheBvyehave

°n/)(x*) «■ / <Px.(w, f(u))dp(u)= j oF(aJ(u))(x*) dp(u)
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Also note that

/ F(co, /(co)) dp(u) C /  \\f(a)\\W(a) dp(u) =* / aF(l0./(w))(x*) dp(o>)
ii ii ii

<  [ \\f(co)\\omu)(x*)dp(u>).

Since this is true for all / g L\(Q), from Lemma 4.2 of Hiai [17] we deduce that

Of<u,/(w»(**) < ll/(«)ll<V(W)(**) for a11 "efi\Ax, with u(Ax,) = 0. For the

dense set {x*}n>x clearly we can say that o>(M /(w))(x*) < ||/(w)||aH/(ui)(x*) p-a.e.

for all n > 1. Then from the continuity of the support functions we deduce that

aF(u,f(<*))(x*) < \\f(u)\\aw(u)(x*) M-a-e. for all x* g X*. Since both sets are closed,

convex we conclude that F(co, /(co)) c ||/(co)||If(co) p-a.e. So F(co, /(co)) has values

in Pwkc.( X) for /x-almost all co ez fi. Hence using the lemma and Theorem 4.2 of this

paper we get /oF<co, /(co)) dp(v) G Pvkc( X) and so T(f) = fQF(u, /(co)) ciu.(eo).

Finally we have to show that F(u, •) is l.s.c. from X into (X, w) = X with the

weak topology, and that F(co,0) = {0} ju-a.e. The second conclusion is immediate

because we have that

°F(»,o)(x*) = <rV(",0) = 0   p-a.e.

Since this is true for all x* G X* we deduce that F(u, 0) = {0} jn-a.e.

Next note that for x g Bx = unit ball of X we have that F(co, x) c W(u). Also

we know that x -* aF(u,x)(x*) is l.s.c. for all co g fi and all x* g X*. So we can

invoke Theorem 11-21 of Castaing and Valadier [6] and deduce that, outside a ju-null

set N, F(u, •) is l.s.c. from Bx into (X, w) = the space X with the weak topology. By

modifying F(-,x) appropriately on N (for example, set R(co, x)= W(u) for all

co G N) we can say that R(co, •) is l.s.c. from Bx to (X, w) for all co G fi. We will show

that F(co, •) is l.s.c. on all of X. Note that F(co, •) is positively homogeneous since
s

T() is. So if xn -* x and recalling that the weak topology on W(u) is metrizable we

have that

w- lim F(u, xn) = ||x||-w-lim R(co, x„) = ||x|| w-lim -F(u, xn)

n-»oo II    II     n-*oo «->oo     II    II

= ||x|| w-hm Fi co, ——  .
„—    \      l|xj|/

Since x„/||xj| -» x/||x|| and F(co, •) is l.s.c. from Bx to Aw we have

w-lim F\ co, ——    D F co,-   = -R(co, x).
„^f    \      \\xjl\l        \      ||x||/       ||x||

Thus we get that

w-lim F(u>, x„) 5 ||x||—7F(U> x) = f(«> x)

which by Delahaye and Denel [10] tells us that F(u>, ■) is l.s.c. from Xinto Aw for all

co G fi.    Q.E.D.
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Next we will prove the announced multivalued generalization of the Dunford-Pet-

tis theorem. Following Coste and Pallu de la Barriere [8] we will denote by H( X, X*)

the closed, convex, weakly locally compact, nonempty subsets of X, which contain

no straight line. Our result also generalizes significantly Theorem 1 of Castaing [4].

So we have

Theorem 3.2. If T: L:(fi) -» Pfc.(X) is linear (i.e. additive and homogeneous),

T(f) c ||/||,f2, where Q is in H(X, X*) and is also bounded, and f -» ar(/)(x*) is

continuous for all x* ez X*, then there exists F: fi -> H(X, X*) scalarly integrable s.t.

T(f) = clfaf(o>)F(U)dp(w)forallf(-)ezL\<l).

Proof. Consider the map A -» T(xA). We claim that this is a weak set valued

measure in the sense of Coste and Pallu de la Barriere [8]. For that purpose let

{An}n>x be a sequence of mutually disjoint 2-sets, and let A = (J™=xAn. Let

SN = \JNn,xAn. Then T(Xa) = T(Xs„ + Xs'J = T(Xs„) + TXXsf,)- Note that T(xSh)

= L^xT(xAn).Sowehave
N N

T(xA)=   T,T(xa„) + T(Xsi,)~Ot(Xa)=   E^r(x,,) + anxs, )•
h = 1 n=l "

Lr(Q)

But Xsc   ~*  0 as A -> oo and so oT(x c x(x*) -> 0 as N -» oo for all x* G X*. Also

L\S)
Xs„  - X^Soforallx*GA*

N

°nxsjx*' =   E a'Ax,„)(x*) -» anxAx*)   as N - oo.
« = i

Therefore
/V OC

a7-(x,)(^*) =  Jim    I ar(x,„)(-**) =   I °r<x,„)(**)-
N-oo „ = 1 „ = 1

Furthermore T(x.) is ju-continuous, because if p(A) = 0 we have that T(xA) ez

WXaWiQ = ®-Q = {0}- So we can apply Theorem 3.1 of Coste and Pallu de la

Barriere [8] and get that there exists F: fi -» H( X, X*) scalarly measurable (and so

measurable by Theorem 111-37 of Castaing and Valadier [6]) and scalarly quasinte-

grable and for which we have

anxAx*) = f °f^)(x*) dn(u) = ofaxAu)F(u)d^u)(x*)
J A

for all x* ez X*. In fact, oF()(x*) is integrable since Q is bounded, i.e. F(-) is

scalarly integrable. So we have

T(Xa) = <*[ XA(")H")dp(o>).

Now let s( ■) = Lk = ,x,4.(■ )r* De a nonnegative simple function. Then

T(s)=   zZT(xA/k)=   Eel/   rkF(»)dp(»)
k-l k-l        Ak

N

= cl  L   f   rkF(o>)dp(u) = cl ( s„(o>)F(o>)dp(u>).
k=lJ^ Jo
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For an arbitrary simple function s(-) write s = s + - s~. Because of the additivity of

T( -) we have that

T(s) = T(s+- s~) = T(s+) - T(s-)

= cl f s + (u)F(u) dp(u) - cl ( s~(u)F(o}) dp(u)

= cl   f s+(u)F(u)dp(u) - f s-(u)F(u)dp(o) .

Next let/(-) G LL(fi) and let [sn(-)}n>x be simple functions s.t.

Ll(Q) L)(Q) _ Ll(Q)

s„ -» /,   K   -> f+   and   s-  -* /"

and also converge pointwise. Then aT{s x(x*) -» oT(f)(x*) for all x* g X*. Note that

aT(s„)(X*> = aT(s+ -s;)(X*) = aT(j„+)-r(i,7)('X*)

= ar(,„+)(**) + »-7t*;)(**) = °r(S;)(x*) + onM:)(-x*).

But we already saw that

°tu:)(x*) = °ci/bJ+f(x*)    and    ct^-^x*) = acl/siJ-F(-x*).

At this point observe that

|°ci/„,;>(**) " °cl/arF(x*)| = / (*,+<„)«.,)(*•) - °h<o)F(w)(x*)) efy(eo)

=   / (^(co)aF(w)(x*)-/+(co)aF(„)(x*))ciM(co)

</ k+(co)-/+(co)||aF(w)(x*)|jM(co).

Invoking the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we get that

lim 1/ (sf(o:)oF(u)(x*) -f+(cc)aF(u>)(x*)) dp(w)
n-»oo \JQ

= 0 =» °c1/0^f(jc*) -* aci/arf(x*)    as« ^ oo.

Similarly we can get that

°ci/oJ„-f (**) -* ad/o/-f (**)    as n -» oo

for all x* G A*. So

»n*„)(**) = ff»w>(**) + »tx..-)(-**)

= °cifas:F(**) + °ci{0s;f(-x*) -»°ci/s!rf(**) + ^cl/oT^"**)

= fcl/ar^(x*) + a_cl/a/-F(x*) = J «Tr(u)F(<j)_/-(u)F(u)(x*) dp(to)

= / CT/(o,)F(u)(^*) <ty(co) = acl/a/f(x*).

On the other hand, we know that aT(s ((x*) -» tTr(/)(x*) as n -> co. Thus CTr(/)(x*)

= ord/B^(*») for all x* G X* =* F(/)"= cl /0/(co)F(co) <^(co).    Q.E.D.
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Remark. If Q ez Pwkc(X), then

f F(u) dp(u) ez p(A)Q =  f Q dp(a) =* F(w) C Q   p-a.e.
J A ■>A

for all A ez 2. So F(-) can be taken to be Pwkc(X) valued and integrably bounded

and then by Theorem 4.2 of this paper jaf(u)F(u) dp(u) ez Pv/kc(X) for all

/(•) g L:(fi) and so the representation formula in the above theorem takes the form

T(f)=faf(o)F(G>)dp(u).
Next we are going to use Theorem 3.2 to obtain a corresponding representation

result for set valued operators acting on Lc0(fi).

Theorem 3.3. Assume that X* is separable too. If T: L°°(fi) -» Pfc(X) is s.t. there

exists fie c fi for every e > 0 with fi(fi\fij < e for which T(f) c ||/||,ge, where

Qe e Pwkc(X)> and whenever supp/ c fiE andf -* onf)(x*) is continuous on L°°(fie)
w-L1

for all x* ez X* and all e > 0, and for all fn -* / we have w-limn^ xT(fn) = T(f),

then there exists F: fi -» Pvlkc(X) scalarly integrable s.t.

r(/) = cl/H/(co)R(co)^(co)     forallfezL^(Q).

Proof. Let {fi„}n>1 c 2 with u(fi„)Trx(fi) and {Q„}n>x c H(X, X*) be se-

quences of sets in fi and X respectively, postulated by the hypotheses of the theorem.

Then from Theorem 3.2 we know that for all n > 1 there exist F„: fi -» PVJkc(X)

scalarly integrable s.t. T(f) = cl faf(u)F„(co) dp(u) for all /(•) G L°°(fi„). Sup-

pose iu(fi„ n Qm) > 0. For all B ez [2 n (fi„ n fim)] we have that cl jBFn(u>) dp(os)

= cl jBFm(u) dp(w) = T(xB). Then Lemma 4.2 of Hiai and Umegaki [18] tells us

that

Sr, —Si, => F„(u) = Fm(u)    pQ nn-a.e.

To take care of those exceptional jn-null sets and of the case where jti(fin n fim) = 0

and F„(co) # Rm(co) there, call those sets Nnm and let Nn = l)^=xNnm and N' -

Df=iN„. Clearly p(N') = 0. Also let A" = fi\U~=1fi„. Again p(N") = 0. Set

N = N' u A "and define

F(   )= lF-^     <™o:ezein\Nn,

[U)      \{0} for cog A.

What preceded the definition of F( ■) shows that this is a well-defined multifunc-

tion. Our claim is that for all/ ez L°°(fi)

n/) = cl//(co)F(co)c/tc(co).

Let g ez SF and consider {g„ = xn g)n>i and {/„ = XaJ)n>v Then /« " 8n e

L\(Q)   and   T(fn) = fQfn(u)gn(w) dp(w).   Since /„-g„->/-g  we   have   that

/n/„(")gn(w)^M(")^/n/(w)g(w)^(w). Also recall that w-lina,_007X/,) =

T(/). Hence

f /(co)g(co) </,i(«) g r(/) =» cl ( /(<o)R(co) ciM(co) c r(/).
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Suppose that in fact strict inclusion holds. So thete exists u G T(f) s.t. u £

cl /n/(co)F(co) dp(u). Then from the strong separation theorem we know that there

exist e > 0 and nonzero x* ez X* s.t.

a/«/^(**) = / aA»)F(»)(x*) dp(u) < (x*, u) - e.

Apply Aumann's selection theorem to find g e SF s.t.

fQ «/<..)*.>(**) 4*(«) = fQ (**, /(«)*(«)) <M«)

= (x*,^/(co)g(co)ciri(co)).

Thus   we   have   that   (x*, /o,/(co)g(eo) dp(u)) < (x*, «) - e.   Recall   that

/o./„(w)g«(") dp(u) -» /a/(w)g(") cija(co). So for « ^ n, we have

(1) (x*, / /„(co)g„(eo) ^(«)) < (x*, / /(co)g(co) c/M(co)) + e/3.
V ii ' * li '

Once again we recall that w- limn T(fn) = T(f). Hence we can find un ez T(f„) s.t.
w

un —> u. Then for « > m2 we will have

(2) (x*,u)-e/3^(x*,u„).

Combining (1) and (2) above we deduce that for n ^ max(«,, n2)

(3) (x*, /a/„(co)g„(co) ^(co)) < (x*, «„) - e/3.

Note that g„ ez Sjk We claim that (x*, f„(u)g„(u)) = ofm{o)Fm(o)(x*) pa-a.e.

Suppose not. Then for some A ez 2 n fi„ with firj/^l) = p(A) > 0 we have that

(4)
(x*, /„(co)g„(co)) < oUu)FmM(x*)    for co G A

■*  f   (•«*./»(«)*■(«)) ^m(«) <  /   «V„(U)/f,(M)(jc*)rfM(«).

But ff/(U)f(U)(-x*) = (**> /(co)g(co)) ii-a.e. So

(5) /   onu)na)(x*)dp(w) = (x*,J f(u)g(U)dp(U))
iin \ 16„ /

=* /   Of.(u)F.(U)(x*) dn{u)

= (^jf  />)g>)«//i(a>)).

From (4) and (5) we get a contradiction. Hence indeed

°/„<w)F„(U)(**) * (**./B(«)^(«))    Mn„-a-e.
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Using that in (3) we get

f   af.(U)F„(U)(x*) dp(u) < (x*, u„) - e/3

** a!aJ,Ax*"> < (**• "") ~e/3

-«,«n/.)- /   /,(co)R„(co)^(co)

for « > max(«i, «2), which is a contradiction. So finally we conclude that T(f) =

/a/(co)F(co)eiu(co).    Q.E.D.

We will close this section with another representation theorem for set valued

operators on L°°(fi) which are continuous with respect to the Kuratowski-Mosco

convergence of sets, when the arguments in L°°(fi) converge strongly.

Theorem 3.4. Assume that (fi, 2, ju) is nonatomic and X is a separable reflexive

Banach space. If T: L°° -» Ryc(A) is linear, f —> T(f) is continuous on L°°(fi) for the

K-M convergence and T(xA) cz p(A)Q for all A ez 2, where Q is closed and bounded,

then there exists F: fi -> Pfc(X) integrably bounded s.t. T(f) = /a/(co).F(co) dp(u>)

for allf ez L°°(fi).

Proof. As before we can have that A -> oT(Xa)(x*) is a signed measure for all

x* cz X*. Since T(-) has values in Pwkc(X), from Theorem 1.1 of Coste [7] we

deduce that M: A -» ^(x^) is a strong multimeasure in the sense of that paper.

Also from our boundedness assumption we can see that M( •) is ju-continuous and

of bounded variation. Invoking Theorem 4.5 of Hiai [16] we get that M(-) has a set

valued Radon-Nikodym derivative F: fi -» Pf(X) which is integrably bounded.

Because (fi, 2, p) is nonatomic we can take F(-) to be convex valued. Also note that

^(co) c Q p-a.e. So we have

T(xa)=  f R(co)cfM(co)
JA

with F: fi -> Pwkc( X) is integrably bounded.

Let

*(•)-   Ex,1(-K-7'W=   LT(xA/k)=   LrkT(XAk)
k=\ k=l k=l

N N

=   lZrkf   F(u)dp(to) =   zZ  f XAk(u)rkF(u) dp(w)
k-l   J*k k-iJ®

N

=  f   L XAliu)rkF(u) dp(u) =  f s(w)F(w)dp(o>).
J0 k-l J®

Next let {sn}n>x be simple functions s.t. s„ -> f (see Hewitt and Stromberg [15,

Theorem 11.35, p. 159]). We claim that

f K-M   r
sn(u)F(o:)dp(o:) -   / /(co)R(co) dp(o>).
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So   let   x g w-limfQsn(u)F(o>) dp(u).   Then   x = w-lim^^ x„t   with   x„k ez

lasnk(u)F(u) dp(u). Let x„k = fasnk(a)gnk(u>) dp(u), where g„k(-) ez SF. Theorem

4.2 of this paper (see also Proposition 3.1 of [24]) tells us that SF is w-compact in

L1A,(fi). So from the Eberlein-Smulian theorem we deduce that there is a subsequence

°f { Sn (")}*;*i (which for simplicity we denote with the same index) s.t.

Then for every x* ez X* we have that

lx*, f ^(co)g,Jco) dp(a>)\ -lx*, / /(co)g(co) dp(a>))
\ in ' \ ii j

= [x*, fQ *„(«)&,,(«) ^(co)) -fx*, /fl/(co)gJco) ^(co))

+ (x*, fQf(a)gnt(u) ciM(co)) -(**, ^/(co)g(eo) c*>(co))

< (x*,/fi(^(co)-/(co))g„t(co)c/u(co))

+ (x*,/fi/(co)(gnt(co)-g(co))^(co))

= |/fi(^(co)-/(co))(x*,g„t(co))^(co)

+ |/*/(co)(x*,g„t(co)-g(co))c/ii(co)
I •'a

= \((s„k-f)x*,gnk)\+\(fx*,gnk-g)\,

where ( • , •> denotes the duality brackets between L^.(fi) and LV(fi). Note that

s-Lx. W-Z.V
sn x* -» /x*    and   g„t -» g   ask -» oo.

So passing to the limit we get that

lx*, / snk(co)gnk(u>) dp(o>)\ - lx*, / /(co)g(co) cift(co))
\ 14 ' \ ii '

=»*„,=  /   ^k(U)gnk(u) dp(u)

Z f /(co)g(co) e^(co) G / /(co)f («) ciju(co).
•'a •'a

w

On the other hand, we also have that x„ -» x. So x = /f2/(co)g(co) dp(u) which

implies that

(6) w-lim j" 5„(co)R(co) rfu(co) c j" /(co)R(co) dp(u).
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Next let x e jaf(u)F(u) ciu(co). Then there exists g(-) ez SF s.t. x =

/a/(w)g(w)<ty(w)-Let

xn= f s„(u)g(u)dp(to)ez  f s„(u)F(u)dp(u).

We have

Ik " *ll < / k(«) -/(»)llls(«)ll ^0   as« - oo.
•'a

Sox G s-limw^oo/r25n(co)F(co) dp(tc) which means that

(7) f /(co)F(co) Ju/co) C s-lim   /" s„(u)F(a) ciic(co).
•'a — •'a

n—* oc

From (6) and (7) we get that

f 5„(eo)F(co) rfM(w) -M / /(co)F(co) rfu/co)
•'a •'a

^r(Jfl)K-^/"/(co)f(co)c/M(co).
•'a

On the other hand, since T(-) is continuous for the K-M convergence on L°°(fi)
K-M

we have that T(s„) -* T(f). Recall that the Kuratowski-Mosco limit is unique. So

nf) = /o/(«)^(«) dp(u).    Q.E.D.

4. Integrable multifunctions. In this section we will examine some properties of the

representation integrals obtained in the previous section and then we will prove a

differentiability kind of result for a large class of multifunctions and we will

determine a necessary and sufficient condition for SF to be w-compact in L\,

generalizing an earlier result by Diestel [11].

In the first result we characterize the extremal points of a representable set valued

operator T: L1 -» Pfc(X).

Proposition 4.1. If T(f) = fQf(u)F(u) dp(u), where F: fi -> Pwkc(X) is inte-

grably bounded, then ext T(f) ez jilf(u)ext F(w) dp(u).

Proof. Let x g ext T(f). Then x = /a/(w)g(co) dp(u) for g(-) g Sf. Since we

know that S*xl F = ext SF from Castaing and Valadier [6], if g <£ S^xt F then there

must be gx, g2 ez SF s.t. g = \gx + \g2. Hence

x = j /(co)g(co) dp(u) = j /(co)|-g,(co) + ^g2(u)   dp(u)

= j / /(")&(«) ^m(w) +2/ /(«)g2(w) dp(o>) =    1 2

with xx, x2 g T(/) = /£2/(co)F(co) dp(u). But this then contradicts the extremality

ofx.    Q.E.D.

We have another characterization of the exposed points of a set valued operator

T() acting on L\Q).

Assume that X has the R.N.P.
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Proposition 4.2. // T: If -+ Pfc(X) is additive, f -* aT(/)(x*) is continuous for all

x* ez X*, T(f0) ez Pwkc(X)forf0 ez Ll(£l) and\T(xBf0)\ < /i(R)||/0Hi, where B ez 2,

andx ez exp T(f0), then there exists gfo(-) ez L\(Q,) s.t. x = fQgfo(a) dp(u).

Remark. Note that such a set valued operator is not necessarily representable and

so we cannot get the proposition as a consequence of one of the representation

theorems of §3.

Proof. As before we can show that A -» <^nxjo)(x*) for all x* g X* is a signed

measure. Since T(f0) ez Pwkc(X), Theorem 1.1 of Coste [7] tells us that M:

A-> T(xAfo) is a strong multimeasure which is clearly /^-continuous and of bounded

variation. So we can use Proposition 2.1 of Hiai [16] and get a vector measure mf :

2 -» X s.t. w/o(fi) = x. Note that mf(-) being a measure selector of M(-) is

jt-continuous and of bounded variation. Since X has the R.N.P. we deduce that there

exists g/o(.) g L\.(fi) s.t. x = /Og/o(co) dp(w).    Q.E.D.

Now we will have the differentiation result for multifunctions which extends the

single valued result of Gelfand (see [21]) and the earlier multivalued results of

Artstein [2], Castaing [5] and Hermes [14]. Assume A is reflexive.

Theorem 4.1. // $: [0, T] -» Pfc( X) is measurable and for all x* ez X* and all t0,

tx ez [0, T] we have that

\a9(,o)(x*) ~ a^h)(x*)\ < \\x*\\\tx - t0\,

then there exists F: fi -» Pfc(X) scalarly integrable s.t. <&(tx) = ®(t0) + cl fflF(t) dt

for all t0, tx ez [0, T\.

Proof. From Dinculeanu [13] we know that to a^(l)(x*) corresponds a measure

mx„(-)s.t.

«,'['o. 'll = »*(»,)(**) _ °<Ki0)(x*)

and

(*) \mx.\(A) ^\\x*\\X(A),       A ez 2 = Lebesgue sets of [0,T],

where A(-) is the Lebesgue measure on [0, T]. From the Radon-Nikodym Theorem

we know that there exists ep(x*, •) G 1} s.t.

(**) mx.(A)= f <p(x*,t)dt
J A

for every Lebesgue measurable set A in [0,7/]. We claim that <p(x*, ■) cz L°°.

Suppose not. Then for every n > 1 there exist An ez 2 = Lebesgue measurable sets

in [0,1] with p(An) > 0 s.t. |ep(x*, /)| > n for t ez An. Hence we have that

\mx.\{An)= f   \<p(x*,t)\dt>n-X(An)
JA„

\mxA(A„)

which shows that {\mx,\(A)/X(A): yfG2,A(^4)>0}is unbounded, contradicting

(*). Thus ejp(x*, •) G L°°. From (**) we see that x* -* <p(x*, t) is sublinear for

t ez [0, 7"]\ Ax,, where A(AX.) = 0. By a lifting argument as in the proof of Theorem
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3.1 we can get that x* -» ep(x*, t) = p[ep(x*, /)] is sublinear for all / G [0, T\. Also

it is continuous. So applying Hormander's theorem we can find F: fi -> Pfc(X) s.t.

cp(x*, t) — aF(l)(x*). So F(-) is scalarly integrable (and so F(-) is measurable by

Theorem 111-37 of Castaing and Valadier [6]). Hence we have

mx.(A)=  f oF{l)(x*)dt
J A

=* <**(,,)(**) = ff*(c0)(**) + /'' °F(t)(x*) dt

'o

=» a«I,(ri)(x*) = o*(,o)(**) + tT/;iF(0^(x*).

Since this is true for all x* ez X* we conclude that

$(/,) = <D(c0) + cl J'1 F(t) dt.       Q.E.D.
'o

We will close the paper with a result that we have already used in several places in

this work. This is a necessary and sufficient condition for the set of integrable

selectors of a multifunction to be w-compact in Z-V(^)- The sufficiency part was first

obtained by the author in [24]. The necessity part is new. Furthermore the suffi-

ciency part generalizes the result of Diestel [11] and provides a different approach to

the problem; namely instead of the Davis-Figiel-Johnson-Pelczynski factorization

method (see [11]) we use techniques from the general theory of multifunctions and

the celebrated James theorem for weak compactness.

Assume that (fi, 2, p) is nonatomic and A* is separable.

Theorem 4.2. If F: fi -> Pf(X) is integrably bounded, then SF is w-compact in

L\(U) if and only if F(-) has values in Pwkc(X) p-a.e.

Proof. Assume SF is w-compact in /.^(fi). Because (fi, 2, p) is nonatomic from

Cuong [9] we know that SF is weakly dense in conv Sf = SL— . Since SF is w-closed

we deduce that SF = S^—-F => R(co) = convR(co) jti-a.e. So F(-) is jtt-a.e. convex

valued.

Next let x* G X*. Then from James' theorem for some/ g Sf we have that

as,(x*) = <x*,/> = (x*,/H/(co)^(co)).

Also from Theorem 2.2 of Hiai and Umegaki [18] we can easily see that

asF(x*) = j °F(U)(X*) dp(u).

So we have

fQ[°FM(x*)-(x*,f(o>))]dp(u>) = 0.

But note that since f(-)ezSF and F(■) is p-a.e. convex valued we have that

(x*, /(co)) < oF(u)(x*) p-a.e. Hence,

cFlu)(x*) = (x*,f(U))
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for all coGfi\Ax., where p(Nx.) = 0. Since X* is separable and aF(u)(-) is

continuous we can easily see that

<V<W)(**) = (**>/(«))   M-a.e.

with the exceptional u-null set being independent of x* G A*. So invoking James'

theorem we conclude that F(co) G Rw^c( A) ju-a.e.

Now assume that R(co) ez Rw^c( X) p-a.e.

By setting F(u) = {0} on the exceptional ju-null set we can assume without any

loss of generality that .F(co) G Pvkc(X) for all co G fi. From the Dinculeanu-Foias    -

theorem (see Dinculeanu [13] or Ionescu-Tulcea [20]) we know that [L^fi)]* =

L^,,(fi)- Letting g G L^.,(fi) we have

°sF(g) =  sup(g,/>=  sup j" (g(u),f(u))dp(u).

/ES} /ES}     S

Using Theorem 2.2 of Hiai and Umegaki [18] we get that

sup ( (g(co),/(eo))ei/*(co) =  f     sup   (g(u), x) dp(u>).
feSF   ° a  x£F(u)

Let

R(co) = (x g F(u):    sup   (g(co), x) = aF(a)(g(w)) = (g(«), x)\.

Since F(co) G RW^(A) for all co g fi, we have that R(co) # 0 for all co G fi. Set

ep(co, x) = ejF(lo)(g(co)) - (g(co), x). Clearly ep(- 3 ■) is a Caratheodory function and

so is jointly measurable. Then observe that GrR = {(co,x)GfixA:ep(co,x) = 0},

GrF g 2 X R(A). So applying Aumann's selection theorem we can find/: fi -> A

measurable s.t./(co) g R(co) for all co ez fi. Note that/ G SF. Hence we have

f     sup   (g(co),x)cirx(co) =   f   (g(co),/(co))c//i(co)
•'a jeF(„) Ja

=* asF(g) = (g>f)-

Since g g L^./fi) was arbitrary, we conclude using James' theorem that SF is

w-compact in Z,L(K).    Q.E.D.

Remark. The nonatomicity of (fi, 2, jti) and the separability of A* are not needed

in the sufficiency part.
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